Astrology, Palmistry and Ancient Moon Gardening

Earth Moon and Stars
March 2016 with Kerry Galea
Happy Easter
Ph: 0419 382 131
Email: kerry@kerrygalea.com.au
Web: www.kerrygalea.com.au
Web: www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

A Sight Worth Seeing!
Get up early to see all the planets as well as the ISS, the
international space station, at 5.20am Wednesday 9th
March in Southern Victoria.
I will be up and smiling and waving hello at the astronauts
inside!

To each and every one of you; look at the earth and know that you are supported, look at your hands and know that you are unique, and
look at the stars and know that you are part of something greater than yourself.

It’s time to see what’s happening for you.
In my work I will always use both Astrology and Palmistry. The
Stars show your potential and your hands show how you grab
hold of life. Through them we look to your strengths, especially
Aries 20 March – 19 April
This is a great time to find moments of peace now and to the future, and to see what to avoid, and what to
enjoy.
in any spiritual place, be it indoors or out.
You need it; as it’s soon time that you will
Moe at Gippstown on the Highway
willingly accept greater responsibility at
Various weekdays by appointment in the beautiful and peaceful
work or in a public role. There will be a few
grounds of Gippstown Heritage Village on the highway at Moe.
hassles but there will be no problems that
Traralgon On Sunday the 20th March at
are surprising and you will deal will it easily.
Dyoligy, a gorgeous shop where all things are
Taurus 20 April – 20 May
beautiful and alternative in the heart of
A group event brings smiles which help
Traralgon.
when you learn that you are more creative,
Koonwarra in South Gippsland Saturday 5th
in a practical way, than you thing. Life is a
March at the Artisan workshop Gardens Studio
great teacher so allow it to open your
in beautiful Koonwarra. A tiny historic town with various shops
imagination. Children encourage you to
showcasing great food, pampering, healing, arts and culture. It’s
venture further than you are comfortable
normally Farmers Market day when I am there so the place is
but let yourself remember what it’s like
buzzing.
being young and think you know it all. You
might!
Phone readings for those at a distance at a time that suits you.

Your Sun Sign Astrology
Forecast for March 2016

Gemini 21 May – 20 June
Exposure in the work place or with any
public role may leave you
feeling….well…exposed! This can bring
benefits from authority figures but not from
argumentative co-workers. Let’s hope they
let of steam elsewhere. At home, or with
family, you need to face decisions that you
may not like having to make and face
somebody who doesn’t like the
consequences.

Like to Like my facebook pages?
Would you like to like “Ancient Moon Gardening” Facebook page
where I put things of interest to sustainable and abundant
gardeners.
Also like my Facebook site called “Kerry Galea” where I put all
sorts of things of general interest to explorers of the inner world
and outer world.

Cancer 21 June – 21 July
Who is the restless one? Feeling dissatisfied?
Get your skates on and get moving. Do
whatever takes your fancy as long as it is
something you have not done it before or
not done it in years. Talk to somebody that
looks interesting. Go anywhere you feel like.
Use this time to explore and you will enjoy
the experiences.
Leo 22 July – 22 Aug
You can feel the lack of abundance in
finances as well as self-worth but spending
money will not fix any problems. It may
seem the right thing to do but is it going to
affect the outcome? Will it be more than a
placebo? Will something heartfelt be just as
good; even better? Look deeper to see what
is implied rather than said.
Virgo 23 Aug – 22 Sep
Stop analyzing emotions. Allow loved ones
some freedom and recognition. Stop trying
to figure out why they do what they do. Yes,
you will worry but surrender it to the
universe. Allow love to change you, allow
creativity to move your heart and fulfill you.
Youth and youthfulness will be
transformative, rewarded and protected.
Libra 23 Sep – 22 Oct
It’s time to take responsibilities seriously and
this includes being responsible for your own
health. When emotions run high remember
that there is a world of difference between
being assertive and being angry; so choose
your words with care. Look to the past to
understand to resolve family tensions as you
may simply be repeating inherited patterns.
Scorpio 23 Oct – 21 Nov
Stop and think again before you take the
risk. You are thinking more like a gambler
than perhaps you should. Remember that
the odds favor safe bets but still enjoy the
excitement on offer. Be abundant. A poor
person that lives with a sense of abundance

Birthday Greetings go out to
Pisces 19 Feb – 19 March
“Resolve to be tender with the young, compassionate with
the aged, sympathetic with the striving, and tolerant with
the weak and strong. Sometime in life you will have been all
of these”. Robert Goddard.
Thank you to the Piscean who shows that it’s perfectly OK to
be all these things and perfectly OK to behave all of these
ways.
Aries 20 March – 19 April
“Success is not gained be perfecting the known, but by
imperfectly seizing the unknown.” Kevin W Kelly.
Thank you to the Arian who shows that one can embrace
change and venture into a new life and a new adventure…..
at any age! Good on you!

Q. What am I getting up to?
A. Everything! 
Last month I was guest speaker for the great
ladies of Traralgon Probus.
What a lively vibrant bunch you are and I thank
you for a very enjoyable time!
Workshop on May 3rd The Essence of
Astrology at the Warragul Community Centre.
1 – 3pm
This will focus on your Sun Sign Moon Sign and Venus Sign. Call
the center on 56236032 for bookings.

Ancient Moon Gardening
Gazing out the window I can see the veggie patch and this month I
am knee deep in tomatoes and the freezer becoming loaded with
passata sauces. Some with my eggplants, some with mushrooms
and all with my herbs!
The beans are giving of their bounty and the cucumbers are
slowing down ….. probably because I did not look hard enough for
the fruits and found a few super large cucumbers hiding in the
pumpkin tangle that threatens to take over the garden!. As with
most plants, cumbers will stop producing flowers and fruit once
they think they have some seeds ready to drop in order to

is truly happy. A rich person that lives with a
sense of poverty is miserable.
Sagittarius 22 Nov – 20 Dec
Accept opportunities that put you in a
position of leadership as you will have the
energy and the motivation to help you with
the work required to achieve success. Your
understanding of what makes people
comfortable will help you make changes in
any hierarchy. It’s just as important to make
yourself comfortable so rest while at home!
Capricorn 21 Dec – 19 Jan
This is a great time to speak, to negotiate, to
discuss, to make decisions, to talk to
anybody and even to write. You have the gift
of the gab and could sell snow to the
Eskimos! There is a world out there to
explore, so get up and get out and feel free.
Transform your life or life will do it for you.
Aquarius 20 Jan – 17 Feb
All financial dealings are in the spotlight and
you need a plan, a budget or an aim. What
makes your feel worthy? Is it what you
have? Do you really need it? This also applies
to self-worth so love who you see in the
mirror. Any decisions will have long lasting
ramifications so make up your mind
carefully.
These
symbols have
a mind of
their own,
and will only
line up if your
screen size is
the same as
mine.
I love their
crazy antics!
Where will
they end up
next. 

Pisces 18 Feb – 19 March
People will look to you to give them advice
as you really do have great ideas, wisdom
and forethought. Tensions can occur at work
but only because the stars are smiling on you
and not on them. Forgive them, and then
help them, with all the clarity and insight
that is available to you.

Did you know that the Sun moves into the 12
signs of the zodiac on slightly different dates
each year. If you are born close to the
border of two signs then you are on the cusp
and you are a blend of the two sun signs.

propagate the species! Take away the fruit and they will
immediately produce more flowers and hence more fruits for us
to eat.
The Autumn issue of Ancient Moon Gardening Super Almanac and
the Easy Planning Calendar has been sent out to all members.
Happy gardening to you all!!
Dates
AEST

Moon Position and
Phase

Ancient Moon Gardening
Planting and sowing days

9th March

New Moon
in Pisces with Solar
Eclipse
seen in the North
of Australia

Rest and do nothing!
Cultivate and grow your
imagination.

12th 13th
March

Waxing Fertile 1st
Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and
planting.
Especially for vegetables
whose leaves we eat.

From
lunch on
16th
through
to 17th
&18th
March
23rd
March

Waxing Fertile 2nd
Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and
planting.
Especially for vegetables
that bear fruits or seeds for
eating.

Full Moon
in Libra with Lunar
Eclipse
(not seen here)

Official gardeners rest day
so do nothing!
Harvest and share respect
for another’s point of view.

25th 26th
Waning Fertile
Plant root crops
27th 28th
Moon
and 31st
3rd Quarter
March
AEDT Times are correct for VIC NSW TAS. Subtract 1 hr QLD.
Subtract ½ hr SA. Subtract 3 hrs WA. Subtract 1.5 hrs NT. Add
2 hrs NZ.
The Super Almanac has timing for every possible garden task.
Pop over to my website to see a copy for yourself.
Enjoy your garden!
Kerry Galea www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

The dates here are the 2015 Sun Ingress
dates for Australia. Source is Solar Fire from Now you know when to plant – you will want to know when to
Esoteric Technologies.
 prune to enhance growth,
 prune to reduce growth,
 fertilize,
It’s the Time of Change with
 weed,
the Autumn Equinox on the
 harvest crops
 treat pets for fleas and ticks
20th March
 manage plant and animal diseases
The seasons are changing and according to
 and make gardening easier!
Mother Nature this is the start to Autumn.
 Haircuts and ….
At the equinox the Sun is directly overhead
at the equator. It will rise due east and set
due west. That means that both the
northern and southern hemispheres get an What’s that in the sky?
equal amount of night and daylight hours.
What’s that in the sky?
Equinox means equal.
To be amazed by the heavens, first get your bearings and note
that the sun rises in the east, sets in the west and the warmest
Celebrate Easter Friday on the side of the house is north. The gloomiest darkest night is with the
25th March and Easter Monday New Moon on the 9th March and the brightest is with the Full
Moon on the 23rd March.
th

on the 28 March

Is the Sunday after the Full Moon that comes
after the Autumn Equinox. This represents
resurrection, new life, new hope, and the
beginnings of a fruitful (in the northern
hemisphere) season.
Eggs, symbolize new life.
The Easter Bunny is linked to hare, the
Egyptian symbol of fertility.
Easter may have derived its name from the
Saxon goddess Eostre, whose feast was
celebrated each spring at about this time. Or
it may have derived from the word oster,
meaning “rising.”

Earth Hour March 30th
This is a national campaign for us all to turn
out lights out at 8pm in inspire awareness
and appreciation for the Earth's natural
environment. Can you cope with one hour
without light or power?

News from the Stars
5th March Mercury enters Pisces
6th March Mars enters Sagittarius
9th March New Moon in Pisces with total

For all you night owls
Jupiter sparkles as the brightest light in the eastern skies. He is
joined by the Moon on the 22nd March. Ancient lore says that
little things become big, and big things become bigger when these
two are together.
By midnight Mars and Saturn appear rising in the east, either side
of Antares, the star in the head of Scorpio. The Moon lies beneath
them on the 29th March.
Aldebaran, in the eye of Taurus the Bull, is directly to the north.
Higher to the left is Betelgeuse the star embedded in Orion the
Hunters armpit. He is upside down for us and our Saucepan is
actually his sword belt. To give you some visuals to see his size;
the cluster of three stars to the left of Betelgeuse is Orion’s face
and his arm with sword at the ready, is raised over his head.
Sirius the dog star is high overhead… anyone knowing the Harry
Potter series will know of his Godfather Sirius who could
transform into a dog. Ancient myth meets modern mythmakers!
Turn around to see the Southern Cross riding high in the heavens.
The two bright pointer stars will show you the way as they have
shown the way home to travelers for thousands of years. We
actually have more interesting stars than the northern
hemisphere and some people travel just to see the Southern Cross
and all the wonders sparking here in the beautiful Southern
Hemisphere skies.

Solar Eclipse visible in the North of Australia
Also see all the planets plus ISS, the
international space station, at 5.20am in
Southern Victoria. I will be watching 
12th March Venus enter Pisces
17th March Jupiter in Virgo trine Pluto in
Capricorn
20th March Sun enters Aries
22nd March Mercury enters Aries
23rd March Full Moon in Libra with partial
Lunar Eclipse visible here in Australia
23rd March Jupiter in Virgo square Saturn in
Sagittarius
25th March Saturn turns retrograde in
Sagittarius
The movement of the planets herald time
when we feel mood changes, times we are
galvanized to take action, and others times
when we lack energy. There are shifts in
feelings and energy levels at all New and Full
Moons, when planets move into signs, or
when there are connections (aspects)
between planets, or when they turn
retrograde or move direct again.
Pay attention to the days when these shifts
happen and notice your feelings and energy
levels. This understanding will
enhance your experience of life.
Enjoy the ride!

Thank You to those that
keep me healthy!

For all you early birds
See Jupiter setting in the west as the sun rises in the east. The
Moon is closest to Jupiter on the 22nd March.
Mars and Saturn are high overhead with Antares, in the eye of the
Scorpion, between them. Look higher to see the huge sweep of
the Scorpions tail curving through the stars. The Moon joins the
party and will lie beneath them on the 1st March and again on the
29th and 30th March.
Venus is just visible and only for a short visit as she is low on the
horizon and visible just before the sun rises. If you can see the
Moon on the 8th March you will be able to see Venus close by.
The Southern Cross is high and will lay on its side through the
month as it circles around the Sothern Celestial Pole. Just as we
have a north and south pole, we also have a north and south
celestial pole around which the stars appear to circle. This is
clearly seen if you were to watch the stars all night! Yawn… they
are good to watch but not enough for me to sit outside for a
whole night!
Let yourself be awed!

Quote of the Month:
Reading an article on the Buddhist mindset (Eric Teichmann) I
learnt that happiness is much more than “thinking good ideas”
and that 4 mindsets are important to happiness.
Friendliness which is meeting everyone, “old or new, with
spontaneous warmth and connection towards them”.
Equanimity is “surfing the waves of life with all its ups and downs”
with calm composure.
Compassion and Sympathetic Joy are ideas that I will you ponder
on for another day. 

Your body is a temple so do something that A thought for you….
helps you maintain great health. Pop over to
my website to see the practitioner’s page to From Reasons to Stay
find somebody perfect for you.
“How to stop time: kiss.
www.kerrygalea.com.au
How to travel in time: read.
How to escape time: music.
How to feel time: write.
Thank You to every single one of
you as we smile back at the world How to release time: breathe.”

together!

Alive

Matt Haig

